
The KermaExchange Guarantee
Ensuring the Authenticity and Integrity of our Carbon Credits

At KermaExchange, we are revolutionizing the carbon credit market with our 
cutting-edge platform powered by blockchain technology. We understand the 
critical importance of our carbon credit marketplace and are committed to 
providing a trustworthy place for buying and selling carbon credits. That's why 
we proudly offer the “KermaExchange Guarantee”, featuring proactive 
replacement, and setting us apart from other exchanges in the industry.



Our Guarantee is simple: Every carbon credit purchased or burned on our 
platform is backed by real carbon, captured, and securely stored underground. 
We take the verification process seriously, employing rigorous measures to 
ensure the authenticity and integrity of each carbon credit. However, we 
recognize that no system is infallible, and in the rare event that our verification 
process falls short or if any issues arise with the carbon, we will step in and take 
responsibility.

How our Guarantee Works

 Thorough Verification: We employ a comprehensive verification process, 
utilizing years of experience and expert analysis, to confirm the legitimacy of 
every carbon credit listed on our platform. This includes verifying the source, 
amount, and location of the carbon, and ensuring compliance with 
internationally recognized standards

 Real Carbon Backing: Each carbon credit on KermaExchange is represented 
by a unique token on the blockchain. These tokens serve as digital 
certificates, guaranteeing the corresponding carbon's authenticity and 
traceability. We work closely with carbon capture and storage projects to 
establish a direct link between each token and the carbon it represents

 Independent Audits: To maintain transparency and accountability, we 
regularly conduct independent audits of our platform and the carbon credit 
projects listed. These audits are performed by reputable third-party 
organizations, ensuring the credibility of our operations and reinforcing the 
trust of our users

 Proactive Replacement: In the unlikely event that a carbon credit's legitimacy 
is called into question post-purchase or post-burning, KermaExchange will 
assume full responsibility and even replace the carbon credit ourselves if 
necessary, ensuring that our buyers/burners are not left with any uncertainty.

Our Commitment
Our commitment to guaranteeing the authenticity and integrity of carbon 
credits sold on our platform sets us apart as a leader in the industry. Choose 
KermaExchange, where you can buy and sell carbon credits with confidence, 
knowing that each credit is backed by real carbon and our unwavering 
commitment to maintaining the highest standards of verification and integrity.
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